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motorola solutions provides a full line of over-the-air programming (ota) solutions for many two-way radio applications. we are the
original developers of the rugged gp-series and the one-of-a-kind programmable handheld motorola apx-4000. we have been

supplying the radio industry with state of the art tools to program and repair motorola two-way radios for over 25 years. motorola
solutions provides a full line of over-the-air programming (ota) solutions for many two-way radio applications. we are the original

developers of the rugged gp-series and the one-of-a-kind programmable handheld motorola apx-4000. we have been supplying the
radio industry with state of the art tools to program and repair motorola two-way radios for over 25 years. the motorola lte-a

network standard (mlts) uses a combination of hardware and software components to provide superior voice and data coverage
and connection speeds, as well as reliable network performance. the new standard increases data speeds by up to 3 times the

current lte standard and is optimized to deliver peak speeds of up to 300mbps on the downlink and up to 100mbps on the uplink.
data speed depends on the devices capabilities, network performance, signal strength and other conditions. for more information,
click here. a combination of hardware and software enables the mlts standard to operate on any lte-ready device. this provides an
lte experience optimized for the device and network conditions. to learn more about how motorola mobility and lenovo developed

the motorola lte-a network standard, click here.
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